180	GKA.Y TO JOHN CHUTE.
The foregoing is the earliest of Gray's letters to
Chute; and for the convenience of those who would read
this correspondence in its proper sequence, I will here.give
the dates of those letters which are already published in
Mr Gosse's edition of Gray's Works, as they are determined
by internal evidence, or by comparison with the letters of
Walpole about the same time :
.	.	May 24, 1742.
letLH       .	.	July,      1742.
lei lv       .	.	Oct. 25, 1743.
let. lxxv   .	.	Oct. 1746 (early in the month).
let lxxvi .	.	Oct. 12, Sunday, 1746.
It is scarcely necessary to explain the steps by which
this arrangement is arrived at; for if the letters are
taken in this order, it will justify itself. The two
letters of October 1746 are addressed to Chute upon his
return with Mr Whithed to England ; what follows
(probably in the same, or early in the next month)
expresses the same impatience on Gray's part to embrace
his friends. To what has been said of Mr Whithed already
we may add the following from Gray's first letter of Oct.
'46, with Mr Chaloner Chute's note thereon.
1 1 readily set Mr Whithed free from all imputation ;
he is a fine young personage in a coat all over spangles,
just come over from the tour of Europe to take possession
and be married, and consequently ca'nt be supposed to
think of anything or remember any body.'
[' A portrait of Francis Whithed at the Vyne by Eosalba
shows him much as this letter describes him, " a fine young
personage in a coat all over spangles." The picture is matched
by a portrait, also by Eosalba, of Margaret, daughter and
heiress of John Nichol, of Southgate, Middlesex, the lady here
alluded to, to whom he was engaged to be married. But

